Host JackSM says:
USS Paula Greene, 10608.22
Host JackSM says:
Mission # 175 , Blue Moon Part 3
Host JackSM says:
Summary: The USS Paula Greene was heading to Berengaria VII with a supply of antidote for the Tsiolkovsky Infection.  However she was attacked, by a vessel under the name CoinSilver.  The Paula Greene's crew is working to repair the ship so they can give chase.
Host JackSM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CEO_Bishara says:
::fixing the warp power problem in engineering::
CTO_Tah says:
::steps back onto the bridge and moves to his console::
 CTO_Tah says:
::plays the padd on his console and loads the modified probes into the launchers::
CTO_Tah says:
::sees the PADD in the corner of his eye:: Computer: Link with the PADD on my console and are you able to read the information?
CTO_Tah says:
::sees that the probes are loaded and runs a full test on all his systems::
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> CTO: Yes.
CTO_Tah says:
Computer: Display the information in a way that I would be able to understand
Host JackSM says:
<Computer>: CTO: The information appears to be encoded.
CTO_Tah says:
::taps on his console and starts to run on all decrypting processes on the PADD::
CEO_Bishara says:
::frustrated gives the warp core a kick in the side:: Self: Bloody bleeding warp drive plasma conduit and magnetic constrictors are finally done but what the blazes is this now?  ::reads the diagnostic and realizes that the port nacelle warp coils are damaged or incinerated::
CTO_Tah says:
::notices that the phaser array is still down::
CEO_Bishara says:
Self: Damn it to hell.  ::gabs her tool kit and palm beacon and heads for the port nacelle crawlway to repair the warp coils::
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: Computer controlled processes begin to slow down in Main Engineering.
CEO_Bishara says:
::takes the TL to the deck that affords access to the crawlway to the port nacelle::
CTO_Tah says:
::sees that the console is processing the PADD:: Computer: How long till the PADD is decrypted?
CEO_Bishara says:
::begins her long climb to the nacelle housing::
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> CTO: Four ... days ... thirteen ... hours ... twenty- ... three ... minutes ... five ... seconds.
CTO_Tah says:
Self: Oh you got to be kidding me
CTO_Tah says:
Computer: Why is processing time so long?
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: The CTO's console receives a complaint from an off duty tactical crewman that the holosuite he was using shut down due to high computer processing load.
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> CTO: The ... information ... is ... heavily ... encrypted .
CTO_Tah says:
::informs the tactical officer that he has higher priority and apologizes::
CTO_Tah says:
*CEO*: Chief is there anyway to speed up the computer?
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: The CTO hears only static on the COM badge
CTO_Tah says:
Self: wonder if the computer lag is interfering with the comm.
CEO_Bishara says:
::fusses with the coil spanner:: *CTO*: I am in the port nacelle and not in engineering holler at one of my EO's.
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: The CTO can hear the CEO with a bit of static in the comm.
CTO_Tah says:
*Engy*: Bridge to engineering
CTO_Tah says:

CEO_Bishara says:
Self: Bloody coil spanner.  ::looks for the new warp coil and finds it and replaces the fried one quickly::
Host EO_Engy says:
*CTO*: Ens. Engy here. What can we do for you?
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: The computer displays the To, From, and subject lines of several messages, along with still garbled body text on the CTO's console.
CTO_Tah says:
*Engy*: Is there anyway you could speed up the computer
CTO_Tah says:
::looks down at his console as some information is displayed
Host EO_Engy says:
*CTO*: I would have to take a few systems offline. Is it really necessary, Lt?
CEO_Bishara says:
::bangs head on the beam above her::
CEO_Bishara says:
Out loud: Augusfratt!!!!!!!
CTO_Tah says:
*Engy*: I have a file decrypting that going to take 4 days. I was trying to get this investigation moving faster
Host EO_Engy says:
*CTO*: I'll verify with my superior, Lt. I'll contact you shortly.
Host EO_Engy says:
*CEO*: Engy to Lt Bishara.
CEO_Bishara says:
*EO*: What is it?
CEO_Bishara says:
::begins on the second warp coil::
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: Engy's console suddenly shows three messages from different crewmembers complaining of slow computer response.
Host EO_Engy says:
*CEO*: The CTO has a file pertaining the investigation that needs decrypting and it will take too long if we don't give him more computer juice... wait... mmm... We keep getting complaints before the computer is slow to respond. We probably should give the CTO what we can so the file is decrypted ASAP and other people get faster computer after.
CEO_Bishara says:
*EO*: Can't leave out of engineering before they start with their complaining.    Run a level 3 diag on the computer systems first then advise me of the results.
Host EO_Engy says:
*CEO*: What do I reply to the CTO? That he'll get more power after the diag?
CEO_Bishara says:
*EO*: I will notify the CTO.
CEO_Bishara says:
*CTO*: Engineering is going to run a level three diag to see what the reason is for the slow down.  After that I will advise what they should do.
CTO_Tah says:
*CEO*: Understood
CTO_Tah says:
Computer: Hold on decrypting till engineering diags are done
Host EO_Engy says:
::runs a level 3 diag::
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> EO: Beginning diagnostic...processing...
Host JackSM says:
ACTION: Nearly eight minutes pass.
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> EO: ...processing...diagnostic complete.  Results, system responding slowly due to high demand for system resources.
Host EO_Engy says:
*CEO*: Lt, Diag said that the system is responding slowly due to high demand for system resources.
CEO_Bishara says:
*EO*:  Find out which systems are causing the drain and either shut them down or restrict power and then send the CTO what he needs.
Host EO_Engy says:
Computer: Which systems are causing the resources drain?
CEO_Bishara says:
::finally finishes the warp coil and pulls her tricorder and finds that the balance of them are out of alignment :: Self: How the hell?  ::crawls through the port nacelle realigning each one manually::
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> EO: Crytological programming, sensor processing, human entertainment protocols and the human interface system, are the primary drains on the system at this time.
Host EO_Engy says:
Computer: Shut down human entertainment protocols.
Host JackSM says:
<Computer> EO: Acknowledged.
CEO_Bishara says:
<acknowledged>
Host JackSM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

